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Microencapsulation is a highly sought-after technique for its
extensive applications in fields like pharmaceutics, food science,
material science, and others.1 So far, various elegant physical or
chemical encapsulation methods have been developed, such as
microfluidic technique,2a self-assembly,2b emulsion,2c flow focusing
technique,2d selective withdrawal technique,2e and a promising
electrified coaxial cone jet generating technique.3,4 However, most
of these encapsulation methods generally operate only two kinds
of materials (core and shell materials); in other words, they can
only encapsulate one content at a time. If more kinds of core
contents, especially active ingredients, need to be encapsulated, it
inevitably falls into a multistep, troublesome, and inefficient process
by routine strategies. Controlled integration of multiple components
into one entity is of considerable significance in many fields.
Recently, some scientists have devoted efforts to manipulate several
kinds of materials into multiphase particles or capsules. Lahann et
al. reported a side-by-side electrospray technique that could fabricate
anisotropic particles with Janus or triphase structure.5 Lately, a shell-
in-shell capsule was fabricated by layer-by-layer (LbL) self-
assembly of polyelectrolytes in which two different biomolecules
could be inhibited in two concentric compartments respectively.6

Nevertheless, how to simply and effectively encapsulate multiple
contents into one shell and keep them independent is still a very
important and challenging issue.

Here we report a compound-fluidic electrospray method that
could one-step enclose multiple components into a single micro-
capsule without contact. The as-prepared microcapsules have
multiple compartments inside, in each of which different content
can be addressably loaded. This method is based on a multifluidic
compound jet generating system aided by electrostatic force. The
experimental setup is sketched in Figure 1a; here the simplest
multicomponent capsule-bicomponent microcapsule fabrication
system is taken for example. It is characterized by the hierarchical
compound nozzle which is assembled by embedding two metallic
capillaries separately into a blunt metal needle. We first fabricated
a solid microcapsule in which two liquid components were
enveloped. Ti(OBu)4 sol, a precursor for titania, labeled with red
fluorescent dye was chosen as shell fluid, and paraffin oil worked
as two core fluids with one portion labeled with blue fluorescent
dye while the other portion was without any dye. After the
electrospray process, a layer of fine particles was collected on the
counterelectrode. The as-fabricated particles exhibit spherical
morphologies (Figure 1b) with diameter ranges from the micrometer
to submicrometer scale (Figure 1S). Laser scanning confocal
microscopy (LSCM) image discloses an interesting structure of a
single particle (Figure 1c), which has two compartments inside with
one filled with blue core content and the other filled with dark core
content (without dye). It indicates that the two core fluids have
been inhibited into individual compartments free of contact. Here,

capsules with diameters above 10 µm were fabricated to clearly
show the inner structure of capsules using a microscope, and they
were obtained using a relatively higher flow rate of shell fluid than
the case in Figure 1b. Furthermore, the TEM image (Figure 1d)
also confirms this novel dual-compartment structure which has a
consecutive dissepiment embedded, liking a Greek character “θ”.
The samples have been calcined to remove the organic materials
for better imaging result, and two hollow compartments correspond
to the vacancies of the paraffin oil. In addition, almost all of the
products are of this dual-compartment structure except for the very
smaller ones, which may result mainly from coulomb fission of
charged drops during the jetting process. It should be noted that
no operations were undertaken here to optimize the size distribution
of products. Actually, the experimental parameters could be
controlled further to obtain capsules with relative uniform size.7a–d

Microcapsules with more components encapsulated are also
available by this method by rationally designing the configuration
of the compound nozzle. As mentioned before, the nozzle for
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of bicomponent microcapsule fabrication system.
Two core liquids (blue and gray) were pumped out from two inner metal
capillaries, respectively, and shell liquid (red) flowed through gaps between
inner capillaries and outer needle. The immiscible core fluids and shell fluid
formed a compound but not a mixed pendent drop under the exit of the
nozzle. The compound jet was stretched to a meniscus (called Taylor cone)
first in which shell fluid surrounded the two core fluids entirely and
individually, and then fragmented into a spray of charged droplets when a
proper high voltage was applied. The products were collected on the
substrate below. The inset shows the cross-section of compound fluid at
the outlet of nozzle. (b) SEM image of titania composite capsules, which
range from submicrometer to several micrometers. Scale bar: 2 µm. (c)
LSCM overlay image of titania composite capsules. The two core contents
have been inhibited into individual compartments without contact. Scale
bar: 10 µm. (d) TEM image of “θ” structured titania bicompartment
microcapsules after organics have been removed by calcination. The two
compartments correspond to the vacancies of the inner fluids. The smallest
capsule is only hundreds of nanometers as arrow directed. Scale bar: 1 µm.
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bicomponent capsules was assembled by inserting two slender
capillaries into a thick outer needle as illustrated in Figure 1a.
Analogously, if more core contents are needed, the corresponding
numbers of inner capillaries could be inserted into the outer needle
to assemble the required compound nozzle, and each capillary would
be fed with selected core fluids, respectively. In fact, titania
composite capsules with one, two, three, and four core fluids loaded
have been fabricated following this method, which corresponds to
capsules with one to four cavities after organics have been removed
(Figure 2a-d). The inner structures show good fidelity to the
original compound nozzle which validates the capability and
handleability of this versatile technique.

Besides hybrid or organic microcapsules, organic multicompo-
nent microcapsules were also fabricated using photopolymer Somos
14120 as shell material and glycerol as core material. Figure 3a
and 3b indicate that two and three core contents (blue, red, and
yellow dyed) have been expectably encapsulated into one micro-
capsule independently, which verified the reliable practicability of
such proposed approach.

In traditional electrospray7 or coaxial electrospray3 processes,
the final morphologies of products are mainly affected by electro-
hydrodynamic parameters (electric field strength, flow rate) and
properties of the jetting liquids (concentration, viscosity, conductiv-
ity, surface tension, et al.), and all of parameters can be controlled
with relative ease. These parameters also play similar roles in our
experimental system. Besides these, however, the rational design
of the compound nozzle is the key point for the successful
fabrication of capsules with the novel multicompartment structure.
To do this job, the outer shell liquid must surround each inner core
fluid completely to form a liquid “jacket”.4k Therefore, each inner
capillary should be kept at noncontact with other inner capillaries

or even with the outer needle. By this way, shell fluid flows through
the gaps between inner capillaries and outer needle, ensuring a
completely envelope of core fluids. If the inner capillaries made
contact with each other, multiple inner fluids would get mixed,
making the multicompartment structure unavailable. In addition,
an immiscible core and shell fluids pair was also important for the
precise compartmentalization of multiple core contents, for its ability
to obtain clear boundary between the core and shell materials.

We have proposed a very facile and effective compound-fluidic
electrospray technique to produce multicomponent microcapsules
with a novel multicompartment structure in a single step. Such
microcapsules can not only promise to enlarge the functionality of
a single entity by loading multiple ingredients simultaneously, but
also protect each of the ingredients from each other and from the
environment, which is critical for the effective encapsulation of
active ingredients, such as sensitive and reactive materials. The
general technique could be readily extended to produce diverse
microcapsules with many other functional materials. This multi-
function-in-one, high efficiency technique may establish an avenue
for a wide range of applications, such as multicomponent drug
delivery and as a microreactor.
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Figure 2. Cross-section SEM images of titania microcapsule with well-
tailored one (a), two (b), three (c), and four (d) compartments, respectively.
They correspond to the original compound nozzle with same number of
inner capillaries. Scale bar: 500 nm.

Figure 3. Micrographs of glycerol-in-Somos liquid microcapsules. (a) Two
different glycerol fluids are loaded separately. (b) Three glycerol fluids are
independently loaded. Scale bar: 20 µm.
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